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1 Introduction

Thank you for purchasing the ICnova ADB1000. 

The ICnova ADB1000 is an evaluation board for ICnova AP7000 OEM and ICnova AP7000 OEMplus mod-

ules with the multimedia processor AP7000 from Atmel. The ICnova AP7000 OEM and the ICnova AP7000 

OEMplus modules are delivered with the preinstalled Linux kernel 2.6.28.

To control the system an USB mouse and a USB keyboard can be hooked up when using the board with an 

ICnova AP7000 OEMplus module.

To begin you need the following items

•an ICnova ADB1000,

•an ICnova AP7000 OEM or an ICnova AP7000 OEMplus

•a power adaptor with 2.1mm plug (10-36VDC)

•USB-UART-Bridge or a level transceiver for the serial interface e.g. MAX232

•an Ethernet patch cable

Figure 1: Connectiors of ICnova ADB1000
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1.1 Attaching a TFT touch screen (optional)

The ICnova ADB1000 provides 2 different connectors for TFT displays.

•1 x 18-Bit parallel RGB interface

 0.50mm Pitch Easy-On™ FFC/FPC Connector from Molex (Part. No. 5019515000)

- compatible with TFT touch display ET035009DH6

•1 x 24-Bit parallel RGB interface

0.50mm Pitch Easy-On™ FFC/FPC Connector from Molex (Part. No. 5019515000)

- compatible with TFT touch display ET050000DH6

By default, the ICnova AP7000 OEM(plus) is configured for a 3,5” TFT display with the 18-Bit RGB interface. 

Note : The two display sockets are connected in parallel, so only one can be used for attaching a display at  

a time.
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To attach the display, the connector has to be opened by tilting it horizontally to the board. After inserting the 

FFC cable of the display, the connector has to be tilted back to ensure a proper connection.

    opened

       closed

Figure  2: opened and closed TFT connector

Note: When connecting the 5” TFT with the 24-Bit RGB interface, the display needs to be inserted left-  

aligned as shown below.

Figure 3: display inserted left-aligned
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1.2 Accessing the Linux shell

To get access to the Linux shell the UART0 interface of the ICnova ADB1000 has to be connected to your 

PC. The signal level of the RX- and TX pin is 3.3V. For a proper connection between the UART and the seri-

al port of the PC you need a level transceiver (e.g. MAX232). 

Another option is to use a UART-USB transceiver. We recommend the  USB-UART-Bridge of the In-Circuit 

GmbH, which is included in the ICnova ADB Starterkit. A detailed how-to-document for installing the drivers 

for CP2102 UART-USB transceivers can be found  here.

After connecting the PC to the ICnova ADB1000, open a terminal program of your choice e.g. Hyperterminal 

or MiniCom with the following configuration:

•baud rate 115200

•parity: none

•data bits: 8

•stop bits: 1

•no flow control

Figure 4: Starting the ICnova ADB1000
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Please double check that the positive pole of the power adapter is connected to the inner pin and power the 

board.

The flashing red LED indicates that the ICnova ADB1000 is correctly powered.

The boot-up messages are shown in your terminal program and on the display, if attached (see figure 5).

Figure 5: Log in screen
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2 First steps with Linux

After booting the Linux system you can log in as „default“ or as „root“. 

Logging in as „root“ grants access to all features of the system.

Figure 6: Login mask

Now, you are in the so-called BusyBox. The kernel doesn't support the entire command set of the BusyBox. 

The command „help“ gives an overview of the supported commands.

As an example, for controlling a LED you have to do the following steps.

Note:  All GPIOs are numbered consecutively. So each alphabetically counted port has an offset of 32

e.g.: PA00 => 0, PA01 => 1, PA31 => 31, PB0 => 32, PE0 => 4*32 + 0 = 128.

LED1 is connected to PE16 which results to GPIO pin 144 (see schematic).

Change the directory with
cd /sys/class/gpio 

By typing 
echo 144 > export  

a new folder named gpio144 is created. 
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Figure 7: Creating a new directory

Change into the new folder with
cd gpio144

Typing
echo out > direction

defines GPIO pin 144 as an output.

The command
echo 1 > value

switches on LED1.

Figure 8: Set GPIO parameters
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3 Access the ICnova ADB1000 via Ethernet

By default the ICnova gets its network configurations via DHCP on start-up. After starting the ICnova the net-

work services HTTP and Telnet are available. More services can be easily added as desired.

The network configurations can be edited using the program ”ifconfig“.

The command  ”ifconfig eth0“ shows the current settings including the IP address. If the automatic con-

figuration has failed, because there was now DHCP available, the IP address can be set temporarily with the 

command ”ifconfig eth0 <IP address> up“.

Figure 9: Setting the IP address manually
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After setting the IP address, you have access to the preinstalled HTTP server.

Enter the IP address of your ICnova ADB1000 into the address line of your web browser and this screen ap-

pears.

Figure 10: HTTP web server 

The link leads to a website providing control over the LEDs of the ICnova ADB1000. Clicking the submit but-

ton after the corresponding check boxes have been selected, changes the state of the LEDs.

Figure 11: LED demo website
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4 Toolchain - developing own applications

The entire toolchain to build the Linux kernel version 2.6.28 (buildroot 2009.02) can be found on the support 

CD. The GCC compiler 4.2.2 is also located on the CD. Copy the entire ICnova directory from the CD to your 

PC using “cp -a /media/cdrom/ICnova .”. Don't use drag and drop for copying the files.

Adapting software for ICnova AP7000 OEM(plus), requires an applicable toolchain for your PC. 

It's strongly recommended to use a Linux OS, since it fully supports the provided software.

The required software packages are already included in most of the Linux distributions. Please check with 

your package manager (aptitude, synaptic, yum, yast) if the following packages are installed. The exact 

names may vary from one distribution to another. 

The required packages are:

•gcc,

•make,

•automake,

•autoconf,

•libtool,

•flex,

•bison,

•texinfo

•header files  for zlib, (usually zlib-dev or zlib1g-dev)

•header files for lzo2 (usually liblzo2-dev)

•header files for ncurses (usually ncurses-dev)

Additionally, the program “avr32program” is needed for writing data to your ICnova via a JTAG interface. 

This tool can be downloaded from the Atmel website.
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4.1 Selection of software

After copying the folder ”ICnova“ to your hard drive call ”make menuconfig“ within this directory.

Now, the software can be selected which should be included in your toolchain.

Figure 12: Menu Config

Caution! Not all options listed there, are supported for the AP7000 and therefore not executable on the 

ICnova AP7000 OEM(plus)! For more information on which programs are supported and how to port pro-

grams for the AP7000 visit www.avr32linux.org. 

Choosing ”Package Selection for the target --->“ shows a list with all programs that are provided. For in-

stalling a program select it by using the cursor and hit <Enter>. Do not use the option “minimal target 
skeleton“

Figure 13: Menu config packages
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Please ensure that you build your toolchain with C++ support. To do so, you have to select "Build/Install C++

Compiler and libstdc++" under "Toolchain options". Please don't enable the Java compiler to avoid trouble 

during compiling.

After selection, the program can be closed using the ”<Exit>“ button. Being back in the command line,

the ”make“-command generates a cross toolchain with the selected software and a file system image used

to program the ICnova. This image can be written via JTAG using the command

“avr32program program -v -e -f cfi@0 -F bin -O 0x00030000 

binaries/oem/rootfs.avr32.jffs2”  (command needs to be in a single line)

or respectively

“avr32program program -v -e -f cfi@0 -F bin -O 0x00030000 

binaries/oemplus/rootfs.avr32.jffs2” (command needs to be in a single line)

After transfering the new image, restart the ICnova by pressing the reset button on the board.

Alternatively the Image can be transmitted over Ethernet using the UBOOT bootloader (see 4.4.3).

A major part of the functionality is provided by BusyBox. To configure the BusyBox use ”make busybox-

menuconfig“ before building the file system image.

4.2 Toolchain

Building software for the ICnova, requires a suitable cross toolchain. It's being created the first time the

image is generated. It contains all the programs needed to create software for the ICnova.

After generation, the toolchain can be found in the directory ”build_avr32/staging_dir/bin“. 

You can use it to create own programs, too. If you move the compilation of your program to

”project_build_avr32/oem/root“ or respectively ”project_build_avr32/oemplus/root“ it will 

also be merged into the next image you create and so it will be available on the ICnova.
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4.3 The file system of ICnova AP7000 OEM(plus)

If a file is needed only once, it can be saved in the directory /tmp. All files in this directory are saved only in 

RAM and are not available after a reboot. Since the ICnova modules provide more RAM than flash memory it 

is possible to store large files in RAM.

If you have an own program, it should be saved in the directory  
project_build_avr32/oem/root/usr/bin 

or respectively 
project_build_avr32/oemplus/root/usr/bin 

to make them accessible from every location in the system. 

Software libraries should be stored in 
project_build_avr32/oem/usr/lib 

or respectively in

project_build_avr32/oemplus/usr/lib. 
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4.4 Transferring data to the ICnova AP7000 OEM(plus)

4.4.1 Single files

The easiest way to transfer data to the ICnova is to make the files accessible via network. You can do this

with the following protocols:

a)HTTP/FTP: Transferring a file fast and easy to the ICnova, even from the internet, the HTTP and the FTP 

protocol are appropriated. They are common and easy to use.

Before downloading a file, it should be made available on an arbitrary computer and the correct URL should 

be known. After logging in on the ICnova type the following command:

”wget <URL>“, e.g.

” wget http://192.168.4.200/public/demo “.

Now this file is going to be downloaded into the current working directory.

b)NFS: To get access to files via NFS, the portmap daemon is needed on the ICnova. It can be started using 

the command ”portmap“. On the host computer share your files by adding a line into /etc/exports like 

this “/path/to/the/files *(rw,sync,subtree_check)”

Restart your NFS server on your host system. On a Debian or Ubuntu based system this can be done by us-

ing ”sudo /etc/init.d/nfs-kernel-server restart“.

OpenSuse users use

"/etc/init.d/nfs-kernel-server stop" 

to stop the NFS server. If an image is already mounted, unmount it with

"umount /shared_folder" 

Mount the new image using

"mount -o loop .../binaries/oemplus/rootfs.avr32.ext2 /shared_folder" 

and restart your NFS server using the command

"/etc/init.d/nfs-kernel-server start".

Get access to this directory on the ICnova by the following command line:

“mount -t nfs <your-NFS-Server-IP>:/path/to/files /mnt”

Using

“cp /mnt/<source file> <dest. file>”.

stores this file permanently into flash memory. 
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4.4.2 Transferring an entire image via JTAG

For transferring an entire image to the ICnova AP7000 OEM(plus) a JTAG adaptor, e.g. the JTAG-ICE MKII, 

can be used. To write the image via JTAG, the program avr32program is needed, which can be downloaded 

from the Atmel website.

The flash memory is compatible to the CFI standard and is mapped to address 0. The image for the boot-

loader should be written to address 0 and the image for the file system on address 0x30000.

This way, one of the following command lines should be used:

avr32program program -v -e -f cfi@0 binaries/oem/u-boot.bin
and 
avr32program program -v -e -f cfi@0 –F bin -O 0x00030000 

binaries/oem/rootfs.avr32.jffs2 (command has to be in a single line)

Important remark for ICnova AP7000 OEMplus modules: 
Since JTAG does not support NAND flash, the root file system can't be downloaded via JTAG.

The bootloader of the ICnova AP7000 OEMplus is stored in the NOR flash which is also not supported. 

Therefore, the only option changing the bootloader is downloading it with a programmer like the USBprog.

4.4.3 Transferring an entire image over network

If you don't want to flash the image via JTAG, the image could be downloaded over the network. By default, 

only mtdblock2 can be written preventing an accidentally overwriting of the bootloader section.

Option A:

A save way flashing a new image to the ICnova is to boot the system over NFS. 

Only a new created ext2-image can be made bootable via NFS.

The image can be found under
binaries/oem/rootfs.avr32.ext2 

or respectively
binaries/oemplus/rootfs.avr32.ext2 

To boot over NFS, adapt the bootloader as described below.

After making your image accessible over NFS as described earlier, the bootloader can be changed by

pressing <SPACE> during the boot-up sequence.

A list of all environment variables is displayed using the command "printenv". It is recommended to make 

notes of the default settings allowing a restore of the settings if needed.

Using "setenv" creates, “askenv" modifies and “saveenv" saves all environment variables permanently in 

the flash memory.
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For booting via NFS set the environment variables as follows:

“setenv ipaddr <IP-Address-of-ICnova> „
e.g. „setenv ipaddr 192.168.4.250“

„setenv serverip <IP-address-of-server>”
e.g.: “setenv serverip 192.168.4.18”

“setenv bootcmd nfs 10400000 $(serverip):<path to kernel image>;bootm”
e.g.: “setenv bootcmd nfs 10400000 $(serverip):/icnova/boot/uImage;bootm”

If using a static IP address set the boot arguments as shown.
"setenv bootargs nfsroot=$(serverip):/icnova"
"setenv bootargs $(bootargs) ip=$(ipaddr):$(serverip)::::eth0:none"
(command needs to be in a single line)

e.g.:"setenv bootargs nfsroot=$(serverip):/icnova"
"setenv bootargs $(bootargs) 
ip=$(ipaddr):$(serverip)::255.255.255.0::eth0:none"

To ensure the settings made in the bootloader doesn't get overwritten by the target system during booting, 

comment the line "auto eth0" in the file icnova/project_build_avr32/
oem(plus)/root/etc/network/interfaces out before recompiling the system.

If DHCP is used the settings should look like this.

"setenv bootargs nfsroot=$(serverip):/icnova"
"setenv bootargs $(bootargs) ip=dhcp"

The command “boot“ reboots the ICnova with the new settings.

After rebooting, copy the image by typing:

“dd if=<path to the image> of=/dev/mtdblock2 bs=65535”

On ICnova OEM modules the mtdblock0 contains the bootloader, mtdblock1 contains the environment of the 

bootloader and mtdblock2 contains the root file system.

Note:  The root file system on the AP7000 OEMplus is located in mtdblock1. Erase this block before copying 

the new image.

“flash_eraseall /dev/mtd1”
“dd if=<path to the image> of=/dev/mtdblock1 bs=131072” 
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Option B:

Another option is to copying the new image into the flash during runtime.

Caution: It is possible to corrupt the whole system by flashing the new image. If this happens, the system

can only be be restore using the JTAG interface.

To flash an image, start the ICnova and boot up Linux. Then log in and become root by typing

”su“. Since we want to reprogram the root file system, we have to make the running file system read only

by using the command ”mount -o remount,ro /“. This way no file can be written during the upgrade

procedure and the possibility of a corrupted file system is way lower.

If the image isn’t accessible via NFS, the image can be copied to the directory /tmp on the ICnova as de-

scribed above using the command “wget”.

After making the image available, the command

“dd if=<path to the image> of=/dev/mtdblock2 bs=65535”

or respectively

“dd if=<path to the image> of=/dev/mtdblock2 bs=131072”

copies it into the flash.

Note: When updating the image in the ICnova AP7000 OEMplus this sequence has to be followed:
flash_eraseall /dev/mtd0
flash_eraseall /dev/mtd1
dd if=rootfs.avr32.jffs2 of=/dev/mtdblock1 bs=131072 
dd if=uImage of=/dev/mtdblock0 bs=131072
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